China Exchange Programs: Is your School Ready?
John Barry and Thomas Weatherby
Whenever we discuss our China Exchange Program
with other educators the response is often the same. Some
keen interest and then comments that it must be very
expensive and we could never do such a program at our
school. Our motivation for submitting this article is to
spread the word that this type of exchange program can be
done by any and all schools in New Hampshire. Pinkerton
Academy is very similar to all public schools in the state
in that we serve a local community as their high school
and are funded by local taxes. For all of the tremendous
benefits of such a program, the actual costs for our school
are minimal. Students and staff pay a majority of the costs
and often obtain most of that through fundraising. The
visits by our Chinese friends are paid for by their side,
with some fundraising here paying for activities when
they attend our school. This type of exchange program will
certainly not "break the bank" and will offer a huge payback
to the students, the school and community. There are many
schools in China anxiously waiting for a school like yours
to participate in an exchange! Your school can do it! The
time has arrived to make China a reality in your students'
education and life.
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Our adventure in expanding U.S.-China relations
began in 2003, with a proposal to enter into a sisterschool relationship with a secondary school in Tianjin,
China. Tianjin is a major trade city of 11 million people,
two hours by bus from Beijing, on the Bay of Bohai. Our
sister school was introduced to us by Charlotte Mason and
Caroline Henderson, Directors of the China Exchange
Initiative of Newton, MA. Charlotte and Caroline receive
grant funding from the Freeman Foundation to assist in
the growth of school exchanges. With their assistance,
we selected as our sister school Tanggu #1 School, a "key

school" of approximately 4,000 students and one of the best
"key" schools in Northern China. After introductory letters
and e- mails with Tanggu #1 and months of questions and
meetings, Headmaster Mary Anderson and our Board
ofTrustees approved the first student exchange for April
2004.

Chinese school rules and family life contrast
markedly to the daily academic and social regimen
of the average New Hampshire teenager.
Ten students and two teachers flew from Manchester
to Chicago and then to Beijing. The travelers paid for all
expenses at an approximate cost of $1,950 (2004 prices),
including airfare, hotel, food, transportation, tips and
admissions. Passports and visas were an extra expense,
paid for by the travelers and coordinated by the advisors.
Fundraisers defrayed a portion of the cost. The group
spent the first week at Tanggu #1 School, the second week
touring major historical and cultural sites in Beijing and
Xian, and then returned home. We like to think of it as a
dual purpose, "two component" experience for our students
and teachers. The first, and we feel the most valuable, is a
week in our sister school with students doing a home stay
with a Chinese family, attending school, and participating
in activities coordinated by the school. Our host school
had more than 100 student families apply to host our ten
students! We strongly encourage having one American
student per host family. By doing this, students are unable
to depend on their fellow students for companionship and
would interact with the host family more readily. At first
students were anxious, but both sides warmed up quickly.
Home stays are hugely successful, in large part because of
the extreme hospitality of the host families and the Chinese students' proficiency in the English language.
Chinese school rules and family life contrast markedly
to the daily academic and social regimen of the average
New Hampshire teenager. Their typical five- (or seven-)
day school week begins at 7:30 a.m. and ends at 5:15 p.m.,
with a 90-minute lunch break. Most students attend
half- or full-day tutoring sessions on weekends. None
of the students drive to school, and none of the students
have a job. Rules at school are strict and are enforced by
an Administrator of Morals and members of the faculty.
Required school uniforms look like athletic warm-up suits.
They are surprisingly comfortable and simple. The list of
"no's" is considerable: no make up or jewelry for girls, no
long hair for boys, only pony tails or short hair for girls, no
food, candy, beverages or gum in the classroom. No kissing, public shows of affection or dating are allowed until
college. This is done so students have as few distractions as
possible and school will remain their top priority.
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The classroom atmosphere is decidedly different.
Students stay in class while teachers move. When teachers
enter, students stand and applaud as a sign ofrespect. The
teacher is viewed as a provider of information. Interaction
between student and teacher is usually limited to question
by teacher, answer by student. Students don't often question
the teacher or manipulate the material in class. Students
take an admission test at grade nine to decide if and where
their education will continue. High scoring students go
on to the better schools; lower scoring go to vocational
schools, both at government expense. Those who fail can
continue their education, but they have to pay for much of

Pinkerton students having a Tai Chi class atTanggu #1 School.

their schooling cost. Teachers and administrators are very
invested in the success of their students, as their ratings and
salary depend on it. The students view their education as
a privilege more than a right. High school students spend
their senior year completely immersed in study, attending classes and tutoring seven days a week. They call it the
"black year" because they will face a test the end of their
senior year to decide which college they can attend. Their
whole future and the future of their family depends on this
end-of-the-year test. The population of China is 1.3 billion;
with the "one child per family policy" the competition is
intense.
Since our students didn't speak Chinese (although
we hope to have Chinese language in place at Pinkerton
in 2007), they were limited to English classes or classes
specifically designed for them. They received instruction
in basic Chinese language, knot weaving, Tai-chi, physical
training, calligraphy and Chinese classical music. We also
had the opportunity to do some sightseeing in Tianjin, one
of the largest seaports in the world. Through the contacts and connections of the people at Tanggu #1 School,
we were treated to a V.I.P. tour of this high tech seaport
providing our students with a most relevant firsthand economics lesson. A casual observer can readily see that while
communism is still a political force, economically it is morphing into a new system, which they call "socialism with

Chinese characteristics." In the 1980s and 90s the Chinese
leader and economic innovator Deng Xiaoping, moved his
nation away from communism economically and toward
capitalism. Out of that idea came the creation of"special
economic zones." Tianjin is one of the largest. These zones
attracted tremendous investments by both Chinese and
international companies. Today flags from throughout the
world fly from ships and in front of huge factories. We
visited a state-of-the -art Motorola factory and toured the
ultra-modern Technology Economic Development Area
(TEDA) and saw more of the immense sea port ofTianjin.
Our students had heard about China's huge economic
growth in class, had read about it in the news, and had seen
it on television, but experiencing it firsthand made a far
greater impact.
Our school week ended with a dinner party in appreciation of the hospitality of our host families. Throughout the
week our students had shared their lives; discussing school,
future plans, parents, family, sports, dating, music and even
(at times) religion and politics with their host families. The
party went all too quickly; students danced, ate and sang.
Adults and students alike made emotional and heartwarming speeches. It was a bittersweet evening because we knew
we would be leaving by bus for Beijing in the morning.
The next part of our two week adventure started early
the next morning as students and teachers said goodbye
to their friends and host families. The emotional outpouring on both sides as we said goodbye and headed to
Beijing showed how closely our students and host families
had bonded. Travel to Beijing and Xian was our second
component of the trip, and included tours of many of the
important historic and cultural sites. Everyone's sharing
and comparing host family and school stories made the
two-hour ride to Beijing interesting. One student stated
that staying with families had totally changed his life; now
he viewed the world as a world citizen rather than just a
citizen of one specific country. Another said, "I couldn't
have asked for a better experience and I will never forget
the things I saw and the close friendships I made." Listening to the many different comments, teachers recognized
that the students now had a much greater understanding of
life in China than they ever could have received from any
book or classroom setting.
We spent several days in Beijing touring the Forbidden
City, Tiananmen Square, visited the Temple of Heaven and
hiked a part of the Great Wall. Both students and teachers
were amazed at the extent and pace of building in Beijing
and throughout China. This is truly a country on the move.
After touring Beijing, an overnight train took us to Xian.
A new tour guide met us on our arrival and we toured the
city and its rich historic sites. We viewed a wonderful active
Buddhist temple, visited Bell and Drum Towers and rode
bikes on the large ancient city walls. We also saw the world
famous Terra-Cotta Warrior Museum. These firsthand
experiences in exploring China's diverse and ancient history
changed many students' perspectives as we compared our
two to three hundred-year American history with China's
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two to three thousand-year history. Another overnight train
trip took us back to Beijing and our departure from China.
The flight home gave everyone a chance to wind down.
Even if you do arrive at almost the same time you took
off due to time zone changes, a twelve-hour plus flight is
still long. It did however give us a chance to talk with the
students about what they enjoyed the most. Almost universally the home stay was at the top of the list; the bonding
and sharing the students had with their Chinese families
was intense and most students have remained in very close
contact with their "Chinese family" to this day. In fact
several students have made plans to return to China and
visit with their Chinese families. After that there was a mix
of different locations and experiences that were personal
choices among the group, with the Terra-Cotta Warriors
and Forbidden City being favorites. Many of these students
saw the trip as a life-altering event. One student's remarks
were echoed by most of the others when he said, "From my
experiences in China I have gained a wealth of knowledge
and a deeper appreciation of a culture and country I had
known very little about." Many agreed when one young
woman stated that "Going to China was the experience of a
lifetime that changed my entire outlook on life."
Many felt such a sense of confidence and can-do attitude that they scarcely resembled the students we took to
China two weeks earlier. Most were now hooked on travel
and viewed the world and its many different cultures in a
positive light. Many also commented on how the family visit had immersed them in Chinese culture firsthand,
while the tourist part of the trip had given a much more
superficial view of China. Most returned with a much
more positive attitude and outlook toward their own education and future. We arrived home both impressed and
very satisfied with how things had turned out.
We returned with a huge amount of information and
many experiences to incorporate into our teaching. So
much of what we had originally thought we knew about
China, from texts and news, had been proven to be wrong
or at the least, very outdated. Surprisingly, we both found
we also felt very frustrated with our classroom students
and our education system. We were upset, seeing how the
Chinese students and parents place such a huge emphasis
on getting the best education possible and then coming
back to classrooms where many students are so apathetic
about their education. The caliber, number and potential of
Chinese students, coming from such an aggressive educational system, who will soon be part of the growing global
economy, compared against our students' attitudes toward
education, deeply worries us. We have turned this frustration into a deep desire to shake up our students' complacent
attitudes. We want to try to effect some change in how we,
as educators, in classrooms at all levels, reaching district
and statewide, approach teaching about China.
We soon had the opportunity to open our classrooms
and homes to an exchange group from our sister school.
While we needed the authorization of our headmaster and
trustees, our sister school had many more governmental

Pinkerton students in knot tying class at Tanggu #1 School.

layers of bureaucracy to work through before receiving permission to travel. Eventually a wonderful group of students,
teachers and administrators arrived on a cold, blustery day
in February. They also planned a two-part trip, a week with
us and our host families, then a week of their own planning
to New York City and Washington D.C.
They arrived late at night on a Friday, and we bundled
them off to their host families for a night's rest and a relaxing day getting to know each other. Unlike our students
who travel to China and do not speak Chinese, the Chinese students have all had years of studying English and
most speak it very well. The adults, however, still needed
the help of the interpreter who came with them.
The start of their Pinkerton activities began with a tour
of Boston's Science Museum, the U.S.S. Constitution and
Bunker Hill, Harvard and M.I.T. The school week started
with a tour of the school, issuing school ID cards and greetand-meet visits with staff and administrators. Throughout
the rest of the week the Chinese students were involved in
many school activities. At times they individually followed
their host student's schedule, or as a group, they often gave
classroom presentations. Everyone thought the class visits
were a great success and the sharing of ideas and experiences between students was impressive. A common comment
heard from many students and staff was that they had often
acquired a much more positive attitude towards the Chinese
people and a better understanding of China as a country.
Throughout the visit Pinkerton's headmaster, our trustees
and administrative staff also enjoyed several lengthy discussions with the students, teachers and administrators from
Tanggu #1. The sharing of ideas and educational experiences
and concepts was very rewarding for all.
The Chinese staff and administrators were very interested in visiting many of our vocational programs because
there are few, if any, such classes at our sister school. They
were also amazed at our special education programs, since
in China students requiring special education either do not
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attend school or attend their own separate schools with
little, if any, inclusion into the general school population.
They also enjoyed visiting the Derry fire and police stations.
We quickly realized that Chinese people have limited
exposure to their own Chinese fire and police departments. Apparently in China, most people avoid meeting
with the police, so seeing jail cells and trying on handcuffs
was a treat for them, with plenty of pictures taken. Other
activities included a visit to the state capitol where they
saw our government system in action, met with the Senate
while it was in session and visited with Governor Lynch.
Social events also abounded as our guests were hosted at
dinners and other events by the school, local businesses and
the Derry Village Rotary. The time passed quickly, finally
leading up to an early trip to Boston for a bus ride to New
York City and the continuation of our guest's American
adventure.
In July, 2005, as an extension of the program, we
organized a group of 28 adults to travel to China. Fourteen
of these participants were staff from Pinkerton. Our head
librarian, teachers from the English, social studies, science
and vocational departments as well as support staff were included. Time was spent in Tianjin visiting with colleagues
at our sister school as well as touring other parts of China.
Local community support for the program has grown each
year. The local Derry Village Rotary chapter has become
increasingly involved in our program by meeting with the
Chinese delegations and supporting our program. They
also have shown an interest in helping to establish a Rotary
chapter in Tianjin.
In our own small way we would like to think we are
preparing our students and the community for the coming impact on America from China's tremendous growth.
Pinkerton Academy has wholeheartedly embarked on
expanding the program and is now committed to sending
a group to China each spring and hosting a group from
Tanggu #1 each fall. Our delegation in April 2006 will
include not only students and teachers, but the president
of Pinkerton's Board of Trustees as well as a member of
the State Board of Education. We are making plans to
eventually include semester or full-year student and teacher
exchanges, after our Chinese language program is fully
established. We also are exploring the idea of specific group
exchanges like sports teams, chorus, orchestra and Destination Imagination participants. Since the initial visits, the
trips have built on and extended the success of the first
contacts, as friendships have deepened, trust has expanded
and understanding and communication has improved,
and both schools have learned how to make the planning
process go more smoothly.
The fall trip in 2005 for the Chinese students and staff
coincided with Pinkerton's spirit week, which ended in
an entire school assembly of 3,400 students. The delegation had attended many school activities all week and
asked if they could do something for the assembly. At
the same time, the Student Senate decided to play the
Chinese national anthem after ours was played. We were

extremely gratified to see the entire school body standing
in respect for this sudden addition to the program, and we
were even more inspired when our Chinese friends sang
a wonderful Chinese folk song and received a spontaneous standing ovation. It was very clear from that, as well as
how they greeted our guests in hallways and classes, that
our student body and staff had taken the step from seeing
them as strangers to friends, and a part of our Pinkerton
community. This exchange program has greatly exceeded
our expectations and provided many benefits, from greater
cultural awareness to real life understanding of how closely
tied our world and global economies truly are. Our staff
and students no longer see China and the Chinese people
as just foreign; rather they now feel a personal connection
to people and places in China and understand far better
how closely connected our societies will be.

This exchange program has greatly exceeded
our expectations and provided many benefits,
from greater cultural awareness to real life
understanding of how closely tied our world and
global economies truly are.
And what does the future hold for America and our
students? If you have followed recent events in international affairs, you have probably concluded that China is
now a major world power in the 21st century. The world's
fourth largest economy with sustained economic growth
for the past several years consistently over ten percent,
the world's second largest military budget, now over $67
billion manned space exploration, inclusion in the World
Trade Organization, the 2008 Olympics, Yao Ming, Jackie
Chan-the list of China's expansion and successes goes
on. So the question arises: what are we doing in New
Hampshire schools to prepare our students for an expanding relationship with the Chinese? Whatever your feelings
are about the growing strength of the People's Republic of
China, China undeniably will be having a much larger role
in our future. With the experiences gained from having a
Chinese Exchange Program in your school, your students
will be at the forefront of Americans who are knowledgeable and capable for our future dealings with China.

john Barry and Thomas Weatherby both teach social science
at Pinkerton Academy in Derry, New Hampshire.
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